ERASMUS PARTNER VISIT
FREIBURG IM BREISGAU
MEETS PRAGUE

(October 18–20, 2023)

We warmly welcome professors in social sciences, theology/diaconia and religious studies from our Erasmus partner, Protestant University of Applied Sciences in Freiburg im Breisgau (Germany) in Prague.

Prof.in Dr.in habil. Anni Hentschel – dean of the Department of theology and religious education – New Testament and Diaconia studies,

Prof.in Dr.in Stefanie Engler – prorector for education and teaching – Social work, Social gerontology,

Prof. Dr. Berthold Dietz – director of the study programme in Social management – Sociology, Social policy,

Prof. Dr. Dirk Oesselmann – director of the study programm in Religious and Community Education – Religion and social Transformation, Global Education, Diversity.

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME:

Oct 18 – meeting with the PTF staff (late afternoon), approx. 16–18 o’clock.
Theme: Life challenges and our responses: ongoing dialogue between Social work and Theology

• Prof. Dr. Dirk Oesselmann: Religion as a confrontation with fundamental questions of life

Oct 19 – Freiburger teachers give their lessons

• Berthold Dietz: Social Change and Social Innovation – in the course of sociology
  German Social Security – Relevance of German social policy for international debates – in the course of Methods of social work or International social policy

• Dirk Oesselmann: In search of meaning – in the course of New testament or Religionistika for Social and pastoral care students.

• Stefanie Engler: Caring society (social gerontology) – in the course of sociology


Oct 20 – on site visits or additional lessons

With the support of international departments of the faculties and Erasmus+ programme.

On the occasion of the 10th Anniversary of the Department of Social (and Pastoral) Work at the Protestant Theological Faculty (est. 2013), Charles University, Prague.